An early and anaerobic scenario for the transition to undifferentiated multicellularity.
Glycolysis, an ancient energy-processing pathway, can operate either under an efficient but slow regime or, alternatively, under a dissipative but fast-working regime. Trading an increase in efficiency for a decrease in rate represents a cooperative behavior, while a dissipative metabolism can be regarded as a cheating strategy. Herein, using irreversible thermodynamic principles and methods derived from game theory, we investigate whether, and under what conditions, the interplay between these two metabolic strategies may have promoted the clustering of undifferentiated cells. In the current model, multicellularity implies the loss of motility, which represents a hindrance rather than a improvement when competing with mobile single-celled organisms. Despite that, when considering glycolysis as the only energy-processing pathway, we conclude that cells endowed with a low basal anabolic metabolism may have benefited from clustering when faced to compete with cells exhibiting a high anabolic activity. The current results suggest that the transition to multicellularity may have taken place much earlier than hitherto thought, providing support for an extended period of Precambrian metazoan diversification.